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ABSTRACT

Humid-air and aqueous general and pitting corrosion models (including their uncertainties) for the carbon steel outer containment barrier were developed using the corrosion data from literature for a suite of cast irons and carbon steels which have similar corrosion behaviors to the outer barrier material. The corrosion data include the potential effects of various chemical species present in the testing environments. The atmospheric corrosion data also embed any effects of cyclic wetting and drying and salts that may form on the corroding specimen surface. The humid-air and aqueous general corrosion models are consistent in that the predicted humid-air general corrosion rates at relative humidities between 85 and 100% RH are close to the predicted aqueous general corrosion rates. Using the expected values of the model parameters, the model predicts that aqueous pitting corrosion is the most likely failure mode for the carbon steel outer barrier, and an earliest failure (or initial pit penetration) of the 100-mm thick barrier may occur as early as about 500 years if it is exposed continuously to an aqueous condition at between 60 and 70°C.

INTRODUCTION

The current design concept of a multi-barrier waste container for the disposal of the nation's high-level nuclear waste in the potential repository at Yucca Mountain, Nevada, calls for a thick layer (about 100 mm) of carbon steel corrosion-allowance material (CAM) as the outer barrier, and a thin layer (about 20 mm) of Alloy 825 corrosion-resistant material (CRM) as the inner barrier. The initial post-closure near-field environment of the potential repository will be hot and dry, and following the peak temperature period, the near-field environment would cool down gradually. Thus, the waste containers are expected to undergo humid-air corrosion initially at elevated temperatures, and their corrosion mode will gradually shift to aqueous corrosion as the near-field environment continues to cool down to lower temperatures and more humid conditions. This paper discusses the general and pitting corrosion models for CAM in humid-air and aqueous conditions, which were developed for the total system performance assessment-1995 (TSPA-1995) [1]. The models will be improved (or refined) as more site-relevant corrosion data become available.

HUMID-AIR CORROSION MODELS

Corrosion Data Compilation

A total of 166 atmospheric corrosion data (up to 16 years) of cast irons and carbon steels which have similar corrosion behaviors to the candidate CAM were collected from literature. The data are from various exposure conditions in tropical, rural, urban, and industrial test
locations [2-11]. Important testing parameters considered in the data compilation included test duration, average exposure temperature, average relative humidity, and average sulfur dioxide content of the test atmosphere. The test exposure conditions for the collected data range from 5 to 27°C average temperature, 63 to 85% average relative humidity (RH), and 2 to 406 μg SO$_2$/m$^3$ average SO$_2$ content. Although no considerable SO$_2$-level is expected in the potential repository, it was necessary to include the SO$_2$-content term in the model fitting.

The atmospheric corrosion data include the effects of pollutants such as SO$_2$ and other chemicals in the atmosphere that interact with test specimens. The data also embed any effects of cyclic wetting and drying and salts that may form on the surface of the corroding specimen. Data from marine sites were not included because marine environments are much more corrosive due mostly to the presence of excessive chloride salts in a marine atmosphere and because the post-closure near-field chemical environment is not clear yet, especially for the potential chloride-bearing solid phases derived from the introduced man-made materials and chloride salt concentrations in water contacting waste packages.

**Exposure Parameter Transformation**

Exposure conditions of the atmospheric corrosion data fluctuate over periods as short as a day. To develop a humid-air corrosion model using the atmospheric corrosion data, which is applicable to the potential repository environment, it was necessary to transform the collected corrosion data to testing periods, during which corrosion was active. Three relationships were needed to transform the exposure conditions and corrosion data: (1) a relationship to estimate the fraction of the exposure time during which corrosion was active; (2) a relationship to estimate the average relative humidity during that fraction of the time; and (3) a relationship to estimate the average temperature during that fraction of the time. Hourly weather data for a 10-year period from 9 geographical areas covering a wide range of weather conditions from hot and dry to warm and humid to cold and humid were utilized to develop the relationships.

Numerous experimental results from iron specimens exposed to controlled humidity conditions have shown that at about 70% RH their surfaces become covered with a 'thin' water film and 'active' corrosion initiates [12,13]. Accordingly, 70% RH was chosen as the threshold level at which 'active' humid-air corrosion initiates. Using the weather data, a relationship for estimating the fraction of time during which relative humidity is greater than or equal to 70% was developed as a function of the average relative humidity and average temperature:

$$f_{70} = \frac{1}{1 + \exp \left[ \frac{27.8249(55.3159 - RH_{\text{avg}})}{T_{\text{avg}}} \right]}$$

(1)

where $f_{70}$ is the fraction of time during which RH ≥ 70%, RH$_{\text{avg}}$ is the annual average relative humidity (%), and T$_{\text{avg}}$ is the annual average temperature (°C). RH$_{\text{avg}}$ and T$_{\text{avg}}$ are provided with the corrosion data.

A 'new' exposure time of each corrosion data point was estimated by multiplying the actual exposure time with the time fraction during which RH ≥ 70%, calculated with Eqn. (1). Relationships for a 'new' average relative humidity and 'new' average temperature of each corrosion data for that period of time during which RH ≥ 70% were developed utilizing the weather data. The relationship developed for the new average relative humidity is:
\[ RH_{\text{new}} = 83.16 - 0.1383 RH_{\text{avg}} - 0.1057 T_{\text{avg}} + 0.002337 RH_{\text{avg}}^2 \]  

(2)

where \( RH_{\text{new}} \) is the new average relative humidity (%). The new average temperature was estimated with the following equation:

\[ T_{\text{new}} = -13.34 + 0.1514 RH_{\text{avg}} + 1.017 T_{\text{avg}} \]  

(3)

where \( T_{\text{new}} \) is the new average temperature (°C). The corrosion data collected were transformed using Eqns. (1) to (3), and the new average relative humidity and temperature are assumed to be the representative exposure conditions for the transformed corrosion data.

**General Corrosion Model**

The following dependencies of general corrosion on exposure conditions in humid-air were obtained from the literature data and incorporated into the model development.

\[ D_g \propto A_1 t^{A_1} \]  

(4)

\[ \frac{dD_g}{dt} \propto B_1 e^{\frac{a_1}{RH}} \]  

(5)

\[ \frac{dD_g}{dt} \propto C_1 e^{\frac{c_1}{T}} \]  

(6)

\[ \frac{dD_g}{dt} \propto D_1 e^{D_3[SO_2]} \]  

(7)

where \( D_g \) is general corrosion depth (µm), \( \frac{dD_g}{dt} \) is general corrosion rate (µm/yr), \( t \) is exposure time (years), RH is relative humidity (%), \( T \) is temperature (K), and \([SO_2]\) is sulfur dioxide content in the testing atmosphere (µg/m³). \( A_1, B_1, C_1, \) and \( D_1 \)'s are constants. By combining Eqns. (4) through (7)), the humid-air general corrosion model can be expressed as follows:

\[ \ln D_g = a_0 + a_1 \ln t + \frac{a_2}{RH} + \frac{a_3}{T} + a_4[SO_2] + \varepsilon \]  

(8)

where \( a_0, a_1, a_2, a_3 \) and \( a_4 \) are constants to be determined from fitting Eqn. (8) to the transformed corrosion data. \( \varepsilon \) is a term representing uncertainties not explained by the model and has a normal distribution with a mean of zero and a standard deviation of 0.38. Linear regression was used to fit the model in Eqn. (8), giving the following parameter values: \( a_0 = 16.9865 \pm 2.8736, a_1 = 0.6113 \pm 0.0295, a_2 = -893.76 \pm 231.04, a_3 = -833.53 \pm 381.97, \) and \( a_4 = 0.002637 \pm 0.000377. \) The corrosion data used and the model estimate with its uncertainties (± 2 standard deviations) are shown in Fig. 1. The input parameters (15°C, 84% RH, and 90 μg SO₂/m³) for the estimate in the figure are the averages of the data set.

**Pitting Corrosion Model**

A stochastic pitting corrosion model for the corrosion-allowance barrier in humid-air was
developed by utilizing a pitting factor that is defined as the ratio of the maximum pit depth to the general corrosion depth at a given exposure time. The results from the extensive corrosion testing programs in inland tropical environments in Panama indicate that the pitting factor for carbon steels and cast irons exposed to 'normal' atmospheric conditions (i.e. in the absence of highly aggressive conditions such as in acidic or concentrated salt conditions) ranged from 2 to 6 [7,8]. The distribution may be similar to a normal distribution but with a long tail to the right [14-16]. Accordingly, the pitting factor was assumed to be normally distributed with a mean of 4 and a standard deviation of 1. In addition, the pitting factor was constrained to be greater than or equal to 1, i.e. with the pitting factor equal to 1, the pit depth is equal to the general corrosion depth. The pitting factor was sampled randomly and used as a multiplier to the general corrosion depth. Thus, the pitting corrosion model of CAM in humid-air is expressed as follows:

$$D_p = f_p \cdot D_g = \begin{cases} \text{normal}(4,1) \cdot D_g & \text{if normal}(4,1) \geq 1 \\ D_g & \text{if normal}(4,1) < 1 \end{cases}$$

where $D_p$ is pit depth (μm) and $f_p$ is the pitting factor. In the stochastic pitting modeling, pit initiation was not explicitly considered. Instead, all the pits that can form on the waste container were assumed to start growing at the same time when the humid-air general corrosion initiates.

AQUEOUS CORROSION MODELS

General Corrosion Model

An aqueous general corrosion model for CAM was developed using long-term corrosion data for a suite of carbon steel and cast iron, which were obtained from literature. The following aqueous general corrosion dependencies on exposure conditions were obtained from the literature data and incorporated into the model development:

$$D_g \propto A_j t^{A_j}$$

$$\frac{dD_g}{dt} \propto C_3 \cdot e^{(\frac{C_3}{t} + C_4)}$$

where A's and C's are constants, and other symbols were defined in Eqns. (4) to (7). By combining Eqns. (11) and (12), the aqueous general corrosion model is expressed as follows:
\[
\ln D_g = b_0 + b_1 \ln t + \frac{b_2}{T} + b_3 T^2 + \varepsilon
\]  

(12)

where \( b_0, b_1, b_2 \) and \( b_3 \) are constants to be determined from fitting Eqn. (13) to the aqueous general corrosion data. \( \varepsilon \) is a term representing uncertainties not accounted for in the model and has a normal distribution with a mean of zero and standard deviation of 0.19. Parameter values for the corrosion rate constant \( (b_0) \) and the time-dependence term \( (b_1) \) were determined from long-term corrosion data (up to 16 years) in polluted river water [17,18] and in tropical lake water [19]. The data include the potential effects of various chemical species dissolved and microbial activity in the waters. Parameter values for the temperature dependence terms \( (b_2 \) and \( b_3 \)) were determined from a set of short-term (100 days) corrosion data of mild steel in distilled water at temperatures from 5 to 90°C [20,21]. The parameter values are: \( b_0 = 111.506 \pm 10.804, b_1 = 0.532 \pm 0.0272, b_2 = -23303.2 \pm 2296.2, \) and \( b_3 = -3.193 \times 10^4 \pm 3.526 \times 10^4 \). Shown in Fig. 2-(A) are the long-term aqueous general corrosion data in lake water and (polluted) river water, which were used for the model development, and the model estimate with its uncertainty envelope of two standard deviations. The temperature-dependent general corrosion data of mild steel in distilled water are shown in Fig. 2-(B) along with the model estimate with its uncertainty envelope of two standard deviations. The aqueous general corrosion rate of CAM is shown to have a maximum at temperatures between 60 and 70°C, and this is a result of the combined effects of a decreasing oxygen solubility and an enhanced (dissolved) oxygen diffusivity in water with an increase in temperature.

Pitting Corrosion Model

As in the humid-air pitting corrosion model, aqueous pitting corrosion of CAM was modeled stochastically by assuming the pitting factor is normally distributed with a mean of 4 and a standard deviation of 1 [19], and Eqn. (9) is also applicable to aqueous pitting corrosion of CAM.

Fig. 2 Aqueous general corrosion data of CAM and the model estimate with uncertainty: (A) corrosion reaction and time dependence; and (B) temperature dependence.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

All the modeling results discussed below were calculated using the expected values of the parameters in the humid-air general corrosion model, Eqn. (8), and the aqueous general corrosion model, Eqn. (12). Incorporation of the model uncertainties into a stochastic waste package degradation simulation in the potential repository is discussed by Lee, et al. [22].

Humid-Air Corrosion Model Results

The model predictions for the effects of relative humidity on the general corrosion rate at different exposure times are shown in Fig. 3-(A) for exposure temperature of 90°C. The results show that the general corrosion rate of CAM is negligible at RH values less than about 60%. The general corrosion rate becomes significant at about 65% RH, and increases exponentially with relative humidity above the threshold RH. The corrosion rate decreases with exposure time, and this is due primarily to corrosion products formed on the bare metal, which act as a barrier to the transport of reacting species. The model predictions are consistent with literature data [12,13]. The model predictions for the effects of SO₂ levels in humid-air on the general corrosion of CAM are shown in Fig. 3-(B) for exposure time of one year. The general corrosion rate at 200 µg SO₂/m³, 90% RH and 90 °C is about twice the general corrosion rate predicted at 90% RH, 90°C and no SO₂ pollution (shown in Fig. 3-(A)). These corrosion behaviors predicted with the current model are consistent with those reported in literature [23-25].

![General Corrosion Rate of CAM in Humid Air](image)

Fig. 3 Model prediction of general corrosion rates of CAM in humid-air at 90°C: (A) as a function of RH at different exposure times (no SO₂ effect); and (B) as a function of RH at different SO₂ levels after one year exposure.

In Figs. 4-(A) and (B), the predicted humid-air general corrosion rate of CAM as a function of exposure time at different exposure conditions (i.e., relative humidity and temperature) is compared with the aqueous general corrosion rate (noted as "aqueous corrosion" in the figures) predicted by Eqn. (12). As shown in the figures, within the range of 85 to 100% RH, the humid-air general corrosion rates are close to the aqueous corrosion rates at the corresponding temperatures. These model predictions are consistent with the
visual observations that the surface of steel panels tested in a controlled humidity chamber was covered with moisture at about 85% RH [26]. The moisture formation is due mostly to capillary condensation of moisture on and hygroscopic nature of corrosion products [26,27].

Fig. 4 Comparison of the predicted general corrosion rate of CAM in humid-air at different relative humidities to the predicted aqueous general corrosion rate at (A) 60°C and (B) 90°C.

The predicted probability density functions (PDFs) of pit depth distribution for CAM at 90°C and 90% RH are shown in Fig. 5 for exposure times of up to 3,000 years. The pitting corrosion modeling results were calculated using the expected values of the parameters in the humid-air general corrosion model (Eqn. (8)) and using the pitting factors chosen according to Eqn. (9). Considering a 100-mm thick CAM that is continuously exposed to the constant humid-air condition, the pits would reach up to about 70-mm after 1,000-year exposure and penetrate the CAM thickness within 3,000-year exposure.

Aqueous Corrosion Models

Predictions of the aqueous general corrosion rate of CAM as a function of exposure time...
at 60 and 90°C were shown in Figs. 4-(A) and (B), respectively. Model estimates for the temperature dependence of aqueous general corrosion is compared in Fig. 6 with the general corrosion data of carbon steel and cast iron which were tested in a simulated (and possibly concentrated) J-13 water [28]. Even though the model was developed from different data sources, the model estimates are consistent with the J-13 water general corrosion depth data. Compared to the temperature-dependence of mild steel corrosion in distilled water (Fig. 2-(B)), the corrosion data in J-13 water show a weaker temperature dependence. In the corrosion of mild steel in distilled water, dissolved oxygen (O₂ (aq)) and, to a lesser extent, hydrogen ion (H⁺ (aq)) in the water may have been the major species that participated in the corrosion reduction reactions [21]. For the corrosion in J-13 water, other species (mostly carbonate species [29,30] and nitrate ions [20]), in addition to dissolved oxygen and hydrogen ion, may also have participated in the corrosion reduction reactions. These additional reduction reactions would result in the weaker temperature dependence of general corrosion in J-13 water.

![Fig 6](image)

**Fig. 6** Comparison of model estimate of aqueous general corrosion of CAM at different temperatures with the data in J-13 water from [28].

In addition to dissolved oxygen and hydrogen ion, may also have participated in the corrosion reduction reactions. These additional reduction reactions would result in the weaker temperature dependence of general corrosion in J-13 water.

![Fig 7](image)

**Fig 7.** Model prediction of PDFs of pit depth distribution of CAM in aqueous condition at 60°C and different exposure times.

indicate a 100-mm thick CAM outer containment barrier may have the first pit penetration as early as 500 years if the near-field environment maintains aqueous conditions at about 60°C.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The humid-air general corrosion model (including the uncertainties) for the carbon steel corrosion-allowance outer barrier material was developed using a total of 166 atmospheric corrosion data points (up to 16 years of exposure time) for a suite of cast iron and carbon steel. The atmospheric corrosion data incorporate the effects of pollutants such as SO₂ and other chemicals in the atmosphere that interact with test specimens. The data also embed the effects of cyclic wetting and drying and salts that may form on the surface of the corroding specimen. The aqueous general corrosion model (including the uncertainties) for the outer barrier was developed as a function of exposure time and temperature using the data from literature. The data include the potential effects of various chemical species dissolved and of microbial activity in the waters. Pitting corrosion of the outer barrier in a humid-air or aqueous condition was modeled by assuming the pitting factor is normally distributed with a mean at 4 and a standard deviation of 1. The pitting factor was sampled randomly and used as a multiplier to the humid-air or aqueous general corrosion depth at a given time.

The humid-air corrosion model predicts that an 'active' humid-air corrosion initiates at about 65% RH, and the general corrosion rate increases exponentially with relative humidity above the threshold RH. Predictions of the humid-air and aqueous general corrosion models are consistent in that the predicted humid-air general corrosion rates at relative humidities between 85 and 100% RH are close to the predicted aqueous general corrosion rates. These predicted behaviors are also consistent with those reported in literature [26].

Using the expected values of the model parameters and assuming a constant humid-air or aqueous exposure condition, the model predicts a 100-mm thick CAM outer barrier may not fail in humid-air corrosion conditions until up to about 3,000 years. Aqueous pitting corrosion is the most likely failure mode for the CAM barrier, and an earliest failure (or initial pit penetration) may occur as early as about 500 years if it is exposed continuously to an aqueous condition at between 60 and 70°C.
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